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» OceanWhat are the winds in Washington, D.C. right now?
  Автор admin На чтение 2 мин Просмотров 7 Опубликовано 2022 
  Winds NNW at 10 to 20 mph.
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What was the wind speed in Washington, D.C. today?
Currently
		29.44in Barometer 46% Humidity West 21.9mph Wind
	Overcast and Breezy

What is the air temperature in Washington, D.C. right now?
Upcoming 5 hours
	Now	2:00 pm	6:00 pm
	52 °F	51 °F	46 °F

What kind of weather does Washington, D.C. have?
The climate of Washington, D.C. (District of Columbia), the US federal capital, is semi-continental, with cold winters and hot and muggy summers. The city is located on the 38th parallel, in a way, between the cold and the warm part of the United States.
What was the weather yesterday in DC?
Tue 18 | Night
	Reported Conditions		
	Yesterday	40°	30°
	Last 7 Days	51°	15°
	Month to Date	63°	15°

What was today’s high temperature in Washington DC?
Winds W at 5 to 10 mph. Mainly cloudy. High 38F.
What dew point means?
The dew point is the temperature the air needs to be cooled to (at constant pressure) in order to achieve a relative humidity (RH) of 100%. At this point the air cannot hold more water in the gas form. … The higher the dew point rises, the greater the amount of moisture in the air.
What was the high temperature in Washington DC today?
Morning high of 40F with temps falling to near 30.
What is the subway in DC called?
Metrorail provides safe, clean, reliable transit service for more than 600,000 customers a day throughout the Washington, DC area. The system is the second busiest in the United States, serving 91 stations in Virginia, Maryland, and the District of Columbia.
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 Вам также может понравиться
 How far can an ostrich run without stopping?
How long can an ostrich run for? Ostriches can run
4

 How do you prevent ticks from getting on you?
How do you prevent ticks from sticking to you?
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